Abstract. To date, various connection rerouting methods for connection-oriented mobile networks have been proposed. The previous methods, however, are limited to specific topologies or environments. In this paper, we propose the connection-information-based rerouting widely applicable to various connection-oriented mobile networks. This method requires neither a specific topology nor a complex connection, enables fast rerouting, provides appropriate route optimality, and can be extended easily.
Introduction
In mobile computer communication, how to provide transparent network services to mobile users has been regarded as a difficult problem. Much research has been carried out concerning the problem. This research has targeted various environments such as the Internet [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , MAN-based PCN [7] [8] [9] [10] , ATM-based PCN [11] , and traditional or real-time packet switching networks [12] .
These networks are classified into two types, that is, the connection-less network and the connectionoriented network. The Internet belongs to the connectionless network, and the others belong to the connectionoriented network. Research shows that one of the key issues concerning the connection-less network and that of the connection-oriented network are the data redirection problem [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and the connection rerouting problem [9] [10] [11] [12] respectively. The handling of the data redirection problem and that of the connection rerouting problem are similar to some extent, but their details are very different.
There exists a connection between two communicating users in the connection-oriented network while there is no connection for the communicating users in the connectionless network. Therefore, when a user changes its location to a new area, in the connection-oriented network its connection has to be rerouted to the new location at an appropriate point and all data addressed to the user § Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail address: mhsong@twins.snu.ac.kr E-mail address: yhchoi@smart.snu.ac.kr ¶ E-mail address: cskim@twins.snu.ac.kr are transmitted to him through the rerouted connection, while in the connection-less network an action such as the connection rerouting is not needed and each piece of data addressed to the user is redirected independently at an appropriate point towards the new location.
Our interest is in the connection rerouting, and the motivation of our work is the fact that existing connection rerouting methods are biased to their specific environments and so are not appropriate for general connection-oriented mobile network environments. The aim of this paper is to propose a new connection rerouting method, called the connection-information (CI)-based rerouting, which is good for application to various connection-oriented mobile networks.
The connection-oriented mobile network can be modelled to consist of three modules; the mobile host (MH), the mobile host agent (MHA), and the mobilityhandling router (MR). The MHA mediates between MHs and the fixed part of the network, and the MR handles connection rerouting as well as traditional routing. Figure 1 shows a situation of connection rerouting in which, during a conversation, a destination MH (MH d ) changes its location while its source MH (MH s ) stays in its area. In the example, the source MHA (MHA s ) is the agent for the source MH (MH s ), and the old MHA (MHA old ) and the new MHA (MHA new ) are the agents for the destination MH (MH d ) before and after the location change respectively. The MR r is the rerouting point. The MR s is the source endpoint of the old connection and the new connection, and the MR old and the MR new are the destination-endpoint MR of the old connection and that of the new connection respectively. We use this model as a basis for the following discussions. Without loss of generality, we assume that the MH s is fixed while the MH d is moving. In this model, one location area corresponds to one subnet in an internetwork or to one router coverage area in a subnet.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a summary of existing works. In section 3, we describe the idea and concept of the CI-based rerouting in detail. In section 4, we compare it with previous methods. In section 5, we discuss its problems and solutions. In section 6, we discuss its application feasibility and extension. In section 7, we discuss the data redirection problem in relation to the connection rerouting.
In section 8, we conclude the paper.
Previous works

Major rerouting methods
Most connection rerouting methods suggested for mobile networks make reuse of the connection to be rerouted for its new one.
This strategy is good for fast rerouting and low network processing overhead. Five important such rerouting methods are as follows: (1) the connection-extension rerouting [10] , (2) the destinationbased rerouting [9] , (3) the branch-point-traversal-based rerouting [12] , (4) the multicast-join-based rerouting [12] , and (5) the virtual-tree-based rerouting [11] . Their rerouting procedures are shown in figure 2 , in which the p-REQ (path-REQuest), p-RSP (path-ReSPonse), rr-REQ (rerouting-REQuest), rr-RSP (rerouting-ReSPonse), rr-CNFM (rerouting-CoNFirMation), rel-REQ (releaseReQuest) and rel-RSP (release-ReSPonse) are the messages for the path request, the path response, the rerouting request, the rerouting response, the rerouting confirmation, the release request and the release response respectively. The number n and n(rel), the respective heads of the rerouting and release messages, are the message flow sequence numbers of the rerouting and release respectively. The rr-REQ is followed by the rr-RSP, and the rr-RSP is followed by the rr-CNFM, if needed. The rel-REQ message is sent by the rerouting MR towards the old destination MHA at the same time that the rr-RSP is sent to the new destination MHA, so that the MRs and MHA on the old connection branch release the resources for the branch. The rel-RSP message is sent to the MR by the old destination MHA as the response to the rel-REQ message. In the figure, the bold arrows indicate the flows of the rr-REQ, rr-RSP, and rr-CNFM messages, the thin arrows indicate the flows of the rel-REQ and rel-RSP messages, and the dotted arrows indicate the flows of the p-REQ and p-RSP messages.
In the connection-extension rerouting, when a communicating destination MH has moved into a new area, its new MHA finds the location of the MH's old destinationendpoint MR (MR old ) and sends the rerouting request message (rr-REQ) to the MR. The MR extends the MH's connection to the new MHA, and then the extended connection becomes the MH's new connection. This method has the merit of simplicity. However, the MH's several location changes during a conversation may make the connection largely deviated from its optimal route.
In the destination-based rerouting, the rerouting point is predetermined at the connection set-up time, and when a destination MH has entered a new area during its communication, its new MHA sends the rerouting request message (rr-REQ) to the pre-determined point. This method prevents the rerouted connection from begin largely deviated from its optimal route to a certain extent, but it does not resolve the problem completely.
In the branch-point-traversal-based rerouting, when a destination MH has entered a new area during its communication, its new MHA sends the rr-REQ message to the old agent of the MH (MHA old ) to request the old MHA to find the point at which the MH's connection can branch to the new MHA, and then the old MHA initializes the finding by forwarding the rr-REQ message over the connection to be rerouted. The message meets a point branching to the new MHA at last and the point becomes the rerouting point. This method is appropriate for networks which have tree-like topologies, but has difficulties in being applied to the networks with other topologies. Moreover, the traversal for finding the rerouting point may take a long time.
In the multicast-join-based rerouting, the connection is built and managed by a multicast protocol, and the join operation of the protocol is used for the connection rerouting. In the method, when a destination MH has entered a new area during its communication, its new MHA issues a join request message towards the source MH (MH s ) or a specific MR. The message meets the connection at a point at last, and the point becomes the rerouting point. In fact, there are three types for the join operation. In the first [13] or the second type [14] , the join request message is sent towards the source MH or a specific MR respectively until it meets with an MR on the connection to be rerouted. In the third type [15] , a path request message (p-REQ) is sent towards the source MH and is captured by the agent of the source MH (MHA s ) at last, and then a path message (p-RSP) is sent to the new destination MHA by the source MHA, so that the new destination MHA can send the join message (rr-REQ) along the path known by the path message to a point which will be the rerouting point. As known in the above, in the multicast-join-based rerouting the rerouting point is determined dynamically right at the rerouting time, but the adoption of the multicast protocol for mobility handling limits the method only to the networks with the capability of multicasting.
In the virtual-tree-based rerouting, when a connection is established, a tree of expected connection branches is constructed as the destination end-part of the connection. Therefore, when a destination MH has entered a new area during its communication, its new MHA does not need to establish a new connection branch. This method is suitable for a special case where the destination MH changes its location frequently, but it may not be acceptable in most other cases because of the overhead cost of the connection branches tree.
The structures of the p-REQ, p-RSP, rr-REQ, rr-RSP, and rr-CNFM messages for the rerouting methods mentioned above can be thought to be like those shown in figure 3 . Each of the messages consists of the operation field, the destination address field, the source address field, and the CID (connection identifier) field. Note that the CIDs of the messages have different meanings: 'the connection to be rerouted' in the p-REQ, p-RSP, and rr-REQ messages, 'the connection rerouted' in the rr-RSP and rr-CNFM messages, 'the connection which should be released' in the rel-REQ message, and 'the connection released' in the rel-RSP message.
Problems of existing methods and our aims
When the above-mentioned existing methods are examined in respect of general applicability, they are found to have the following problems.
• The rerouted connection may be largely deviated from its expected optimal route (in the connection-extension and destination-based reroutings).
• The distance between the rerouting point and the new MHA may be very long, and so the rerouting may take a long time (in the connection-extension, destinationbased, branch-point-traversal-based, and multicast-joinbased reroutings).
• The network is required to have a specific topology (in the branch-point-traversal-based rerouting).
• The rerouting depends on a specific protocol (in the multicast-join-based rerouting).
• The connection structure is complex (in the virtualtree-based rerouting).
Our proposal solves these problems, that is, it prevents the rerouted connection from becoming abnormally long, it takes a short time in rerouting, it does not depend on a specific network topology or protocol, and it does not require a complex connection structure, so that it is suitable for general application. 
CI-based rerouting
Connection rerouting based on CI
A connection can be represented by the combination of its global connection identifier (GCID) and the addresses of the MRs on the connection. We call the content the CI (connection information). The CI which consists of a connection identifier and router addresses can be considered to be a connection-oriented version of the route record which is the information for the datagram path in the connection-less network and consists of only router addresses [16] . Our rerouting method, called the CI-based rerouting, is based on the connection information. The procedure of the CI-based rerouting is as follows.
(1) When a connection is established, its destination MH is provided with the connection information. The source MHA, intermediate MRs, and destination MHA on the connection capture the GCID of the connection and store it as an identifier of the connection during the establishment.
(2) When the MH has changed its location during a communication, the MH provides its connection information to its new MHA.
(3) The new MHA selects one MR being closest to it for the rerouting point of the move-in MH's connection out of the MRs included in the connection information, as shown in figure 5 . (We call the MR the closest MR.) The new MHA should be able to calculate cost distances from it to the MRs. (4, 5) The new MHA requests the selected MR to reroute the connection of the move-in MH.
(6, 7) (6(rel), 7(rel)). The MR reroutes the connection to the new MHA. That is, the MR requests the MRs and MHA on the old branch of the connection to release the GCID and other resources for the connection by sending a release request message towards the old MHA (6(rel), This method fulfils the goals presented at the end of section 2.2 as follows.
• The rerouted connection is not largely deviated from its possible optimal route because the connection of the move-in MH is rerouted at the MR being closest to the MH's new MHA. (This is discussed in detail in section 4.)
• The rerouting takes a very short time because the distance between the rerouting point and the new MHA is very short. (This is also discussed in detail in section 4.)
• It does not depend on a specific network topology in selecting the rerouting point because the connection information is enough to select the rerouting point.
• It does not depend on a specific protocol because the proposed method uses only its own protocol.
• The connection structure is simple because the proposed method is based on the point-to-point unicast connection and needs no additional connection branches.
Acquisition and update of connection information
In our rerouting method, when a connection is established, its connection information is recorded in its connection setup request packet. We call this technique the connection recording. The connection recording is divided into two parts, that is, the GCID recording which records the GCID in the connection set-up request packet and the route recording which records the route record in the packet. The connection set-up request packet must include a special field for the connection information. We call the special field the CI field and define the field to be composed of the following five subfields as shown in figure 6 .
• Operation code-the code of connection recording.
• GCID-the unique identifier for a connection.
• Record length-the maximum number of the MR addresses to be included in the CI field.
• Record pointer-the pointer indicating the next recording position of the route record subfield.
• Route record-the addresses of the preset number of MRs on a connection.
The GCID is recorded in the GCID subfield by the source MHA and the MR addresses are recorded in the route record subfield by the MRs. The record length is preset by the source MHA, and, in the case that all the space of the route record subfield is used up before the connection setup request packet reaches the destination MHA, the oldest MR address in the route record subfield is overwritten by a new one. Finally, only the addresses of the preset number of MRs closest to the destination MH are provided to the MH. This strategy is based on the moving locality of MH. We call this route-recording technique the circular route recording. This route-recording technique is very different from that used in Internet [16] , where in the case that all the route record space of a datagram is used up before the datagram reaches its destination the route recording is no longer performed at ongoing routers and so the addresses of the foremost possible number of routers are eventually provided to the destination.
One example of connection recording is shown in figure 7 . In the example, seven MRs are included in a connection, but the record length is only 5. Therefore, although all the seven MRs participate in connection recording, only the addresses of five MRs can be included in the CI field. The circular route recording makes the addresses of the last five MRs be included in the CI field. The first overwriting occurs at the MR 6 . That is, the content of the address field 1 in the CI field is overwritten with the MR 6 address. When the connection recording is complete, the address field 3, which is the next recording position, includes the address of the MR farthest from the destination MHA, and the address field 2 includes the address of the MR closest to the destination MHA. Consequently, the destination MH is provided with the connection information including one GCID and the addresses of the five MRs closest to the destination MHA, that is, GCID, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7 . Figure 8 shows the structures of rerouting messages, that is, of the rerouting request message and of the rerouting response message. Some fields of the messages, that is, the record length field of the rr-REQ message, and the record length, record pointer, and route record fields of the rr-RSP message are included so that the connection recording can be performed at the rerouting time.
One example of the connection recording at the rerouting time is shown in figure 9 . The record length of the rr-REQ message is initialized to 0, but, while the message is being forwarded to the rerouting MR, its record length is incremented by one per each intermediate MR which the message meets. When the rr-REQ message has reached the rerouting MR, the MR copies the record length of the rr-REQ message for that of the rr-RSP message. While rerouting is being performed, the addresses of the MRs being included in the new connection branch are recorded in the route record field of the rr-RSP message and the information about the new branch is provided to the destination MH at last. When the rerouting is completed, the MH updates the corresponding part of its old connection information with the connection information about the new branch. 
Release of old connection branch
The structures of the release request and response messages are the same as those shown in figure 3, except the CID field is renamed as the GCID field. The release of the old connection branch needs much care because the outstanding data to the source and destination MHs should be processed properly before the release [17] . We will handle this problem in another paper.
Quantitative comparisons
Definition of evaluation factors
We define the following performance evaluation factors, so that we may compare our proposed method with previous ones quantitatively.
• Connection distance-number of links on a connection.
• Moving distance-number of links to which extent an MH moved.
• Reroute distance ('reroute-distance')-number of links on a new connection branch.
• Route optimality ('route-optimality')-the extent to which the real route of a rerouted connection is close to its optimal route, that is, the distance of the optimal route over that of the real route.
• Degree of rerouting procedure ('deg-of-reroutingprocedure')-number of all the sequences of operations for rerouting (refer to figure 10).
• Size of connection information ('size-of-CI')-number of MR addresses included in a connection information.
• Recording length ('recording-length')-number of the MRs of a connection which were involved in connection recording.
• Rerouting time ('rerouting-time')-the time needed for performing all the sequences of operations for rerouting.
• Size of rerouting messages ('size-of-reroutingmessages')-sum of the sizes of the messages for rerouting. For convenience, we constrain the messages to the rerouting request, response, and confirmation messages only, and count the number of address fields for the size of each message (refer to figures 3 and 8).
Comparison results
The rerouting procedures of the previous methods discussed in sections 2 and our CI-based method are compared with each other over a connection in figure 10 . In the figure, the c-e, d, b-p-t, m-j, v-t, and CI are the abbreviations of the connection-extension rerouting, destination-based rerouting, branch-point-traversal-based rerouting, multicast-join-based rerouting, virtual-tree-based rerouting, and CI-based rerouting respectively, and the MR c-e , MR b-p-t/m-j (which is the abbreviation of the MR b-p-t /MR m-j ), and MR CI represent the rerouting points of the connection-extension rerouting, branch-point-traversalbased rerouting and multicast-join-based rerouting, and CIbased rerouting respectively.
Our comparison results are as follows. Below, the rerouting methods are individually distinguished by subscripts for each evaluation factor, and an '(evaluation factor) i/j/k/.../z ' is the abbreviation of 'the (evaluation factor) i /(evaluation factor) j /(evaluation factor) k / . . . /(evaluation factor) z ', which means 'the evaluation factor of the rerouting method i, that of the method j , that of the method k, . . . , and that of the method z'.
• reroute-distance v-t = 0, reroute-distance CI <= reroute-distance c-e/d/b-p-t/m-j .
The distance of the new connection branch of the CIbased rerouting is shortest in comparison with the other methods except the virtual-tree-based rerouting, in which the distance is zero. So, we obtain the above results.
• route-optimality c-e <= route-optimality CI <= route-optimality b-p-t/m-j .
The distance between the source MHA and the rerouting point plus the distance between the rerouting point and the new MHA of the CI-based rerouting is no smaller than those of the branch-point-traversal-based rerouting and multicast-join-based rerouting, which provide optimal routes, and is no larger than that of the connectionextension rerouting. So, we obtain the above results. The route optimalities of the destination-based rerouting and virtual-tree-based rerouting cannot be compared with those of others because the rerouting points of the two methods are dependent on implementations.
• deg-of-rerouting-procedure v-t = 0, deg-of-rerouting-procedure c-e/d/CI = 2, deg-of-rerouting-procedure m-j = 2 or 5, deg-of-rerouting-procedure b-p-t = 4.
All the sequences of rerouting operations are '1(rr-REQ) and 2(rr-RSP)' in the connection-extension rerouting, destination-based rerouting, and CI-based rerouting, '1(p-REQ), 2(p-RSP), 3(p-RSP), 4(rr-REQ), and 5(rr-RSP)' or '4(rr-REQ) and 5(rr-RSP)' in the multicast-join-based rerouting, and '1(rr-REQ), 2(rr-REQ), 3(rr-RSP), and 4(rr-CNFM)' in the branch-point-traversal-based rerouting. The virtual-tree-based rerouting does not have those rerouting operations. So, we obtain the above results.
• size-of-CI b-p-t/m-j/v-t = 0, size-of-CI c-e/d = 1, 0 <= size-of-CI CI <= k (k: record length).
In the branch-point-traversal-based rerouting, multicastjoin-based rerouting, and virtual-tree-based rerouting, no MR address is known to the destination MH. In the connection-extension rerouting or destination-based rerouting, the destination endpoint MR or a prefixed point MR is known to the destination MH, and so the connection information sizes of the two methods can be said to be 1. In the CI-based rerouting, the 'record length' number of MR addresses in maximum are known to the destination MH. So, we obtain the above results.
• recording-length b-p-t/m-j/v-t = 0, recording-length c-e/d = 1 recording-length CI = n (n: number of MRs on connection).
In the branch-point-traversal-based rerouting, multicastjoin-based rerouting, and virtual-tree-based rerouting, no MR is involved in the connection recording.
In the connection-extension rerouting or destination-based rerouting, it can be said that one MR is involved in the connection recording. In the CI-based rerouting, all MRs being included in a connection are involved in the connection recording. So, we obtain the above results.
• rerouting-time v-t = 0, rerouting-time CI <= rerouting-time c-e/d/b-p-t/m-j .
The CI-based rerouting has no larger total sum of the distances of connection segments corresponding to the sequences of rerouting operations than the connectionextension rerouting, destination-based rerouting, branchpoint-traversal-based rerouting, and multicast-join-based rerouting. So, if we assume that the rerouting time is mainly dependent on the total sum of the distances of the connection segments corresponding to the sequences of rerouting operations, we obtain the above results.
• size-of-rerouting-messages v-t = 0, size-of-rerouting-messages c-e/d/m-j = 4, size-of-rerouting-messages b-p-t = 6, size-of-rerouting-messages CI = 4 + reroute-distance CI . (Referring to figures 3 and 8.)
As shown in figures 3 and 8, the total numbers of address fields in the rerouting (request, response, and confirmation) messages of the connection-extension rerouting, destination-based rerouting, branch-point-traversalbased rerouting, and multicast-join-based rerouting are 4, 4, 6, and 4 respectively, and that of the CI-based rerouting is 4 plus the reroute distance. The virtual-tree-based rerouting has no rerouting messages, and so its size of rerouting messages is zero. So, we obtain the above results.
Detailed comparisons
The previous section showed that the proposed method, keeping its route optimality moderate, has no longer a reroute distance and rerouting time than any other one whose connection structure is the point-to-point. We show this point more clearly now. The extended crossbar network shown in figure 11 is introduced for this purpose and on the network the CI-based rerouting is compared in respect of the reroute distance and route optimality with the connection-extension rerouting and the multicast-joinbased rerouting which have the same degree of rerouting procedure as the CI-based rerouting. The extended crossbar network provides an environment for simple calculation and fair comparison of reroute distances and route optimalities. In the network, each node except boundary nodes has eight links. The horizontal or vertical link has the length of 1, and the slope link has the length of √ 2. Each of the eight links corresponds to one moving direction of MH, and so an MH has eight moving directions at a node. The eight moving directions can be grouped into five cases for the calculation of reroute distances and route optimalities. Our comparison results are as follows. Below, the connection distance and moving distance are represented with l and m respectively.
(1) Case 1:
reroute-distance c-e/CI/m-j = m.
route-optimality c-e/CI/m-j = 1.
(2) Case 2:
reroute-distance c-e/CI = m.
route-optimality c-e/CI = {l + (
route-optimality m-j = 1. route-optimality CI/m-j = l.
When we assume that the probability with which an MH moves in each direction at a node is 1 8 , we can calculate the average reroute distance and route optimality for each rerouting method i as follows. Below, the five cases are distinguished by superscripts for each of the reroute distances and route optimalities reroute-distance The above results with the connection distance (l) being from 10 to 12 are depicted in figure 12 . The moving distance (m) ranges from 0 to 10, excluding the 11 and 12 for convenience. We can see the following facts from the figure. On average, the reroute distance of the CI-based rerouting is shorter than those of the connection-extension rerouting and multicast-join-based rerouting, and the route optimality of the CI-based rerouting is between that of the connection-extension rerouting and that of the multicastjoin-based rerouting, for the moving distances above 0, as the average case shows. Case (4) shows this fact best.
Some interesting facts can be seen from cases (1)- (3) and (5) . That is, in each of the four cases, two or all three rerouting methods have the same reroute distance and route optimality as follows. In cases (1) and (3), all the three rerouting methods have the same reroute distance and route optimality. In case (2), the CI-based rerouting and the connection-extension rerouting have the same reroute distance and route optimality. In case (5), the CI-based rerouting and the multicast-join-based rerouting have the same reroute distance and route optimality. These interesting facts mean that the three rerouting methods make little difference in some cases.
Normalized comparison
One special point which we can see from figure 12 is that the route optimalities of the connection-extension rerouting and CI-based rerouting are dependent on the connection distance l as well as on the moving distance m in cases (2), (4), and (5). That is, the route optimality increases as l increases for the same m in the two rerouting methods of the three cases. This is because the moving distance relative to the connection distance, that is, m to l ratio (m/ l) decreases as l increases for the same m. Considering now general environments where l and m can have any values, including 10-12, we normalize m into m/ l. When we represent the m/ l with r and assume that the r ranges from 0 to 1, we can rewrite the previous equations as follows.
reroute-d c-e/CI = r.
route-optimality c-e/CI = {l + ( route-optimality c−e = {l + (1 − √ 2)m}/(l + m) route-optimality CI/m-j = 1.
The new reroute distances and route optimalities according to the normalized moving distance (r) are depicted in figure 13 . The graphs of the figure can show now the reroute distances and route optimalities for the m over any values of l, including 10-12. 
Problems and solutions
The proposed method is based on the connection information.
The connection information gives the generality of application to the proposed method. However, some problems are generated from the connection information and connection recording.
In fact, the comparison results shown in the previous section stated that the proposed method is worst in respect to the size of connection information and the distance of connection recording among the compared ones. We now discuss the problems due to the connection information and connection recording.
The connection information increases the size of the connection set-up request message and of the rerouting response message, and so increases the network traffic. However, this is not a serious problem when the maximum size of the connection information, that is, the record length, is adjusted appropriately small at the connection set-up time, or when the connection has a long session and the MH does not move so frequently, in which case the overhead of the connection information is not of so large a ratio to the total traffic of the session. However, the connection information may be a heavy overhead to the network when the session is short or the MH moves very frequently. One solution to this problem is to differentiate the maximum connection information size according to the types of connection session and the moving frequency of MH. One example is that the maximum connection information size is forced to be small when the connection session is short or the moving frequency is very high, while the maximum connection information size is allowed to be large when the connection session is long and the moving frequency is not so high.
The connection recording may make the connection set-up be delayed at each of the MRs being included in the connection. This problem, however, is simply resolved when the operation of connection set-up and that of the connection recording are performed in parallel in the MRs. Another solution is that the source MHA gets all the addresses of the MRs to be included in the connection through a fast source routing technique [18] so that the source MHA can record the connection information in a connection set-up request packet at one time and establishing the connection can be accelerated.
Considerations for applications
CI acquisition
The introduction of connection information into the connection rerouting is a unique strategy of the CIbased rerouting. Therefore, we need to examine whether or not the connection information can be provided to the destination MH through a connection set-up request message in real networks. We examine it in the important emerging connection-oriented mobile networks based on the X.25 [19] , ST2 [13] , ATM [11, 20, 21] , and DQDB [7, 22] network. The X.25 connection set-up request packet has the user data area, and the area can be used for other purposes. When we assume that the operation code, record length, and record pointer of a CI field require one octet respectively, and that the GCID is composed of the address and local connection identifier (LCI) of the source MH, the user data area (which is assumed to be 128 octets) can include one GCID and five MR addresses because the maximum length of the X.25 network address NSAP (network service access point) is 20 octets [23] , and the LCI, called VCI (virtual circuit identifier), requires 1.5 octet [19] .
The ST2 connection set-up packet includes the field for a global connection identifier, called the stream identifier (SID) field, and the optional route record field. The couple of a SID and a route record corresponds to our connection information exactly, and therefore the proposed CI-based rerouting can be easily realized in the ST2 network.
In the signalling protocol of the ATM network, that is, in Q.2931 [24] , variable length information elements can be defined for special purposes, and the connection (call) setup request packet of the Q.2931 can include some variable information elements. The GCID (global call ID) and TL (transit list) information elements have been proposed for the leave-initiated join in the communication on the multipoint-to-multipoint connection and for the source routing in P-NNI (private-network-to-network interface) respectively [25, 26] . Referring to the two information elements, we can define the CI information element for the ATM-based mobile network. The CI information element of the DQDB-based mobile network, whose signalling protocol is Q.931, can be defined similarly.
Connection fluctuation
When a node or link fails in a network, the connections traversing the link or the node have to be rerouted. This internal connection rerouting invalidates the connection information about the connections which is maintained in the related MHs, and so the CI-based rerouting cannot be applied to these connections. The solution to this problem is as follows.
First, we extend the CI field so that it includes two additional subfields, that is, the CHANGED subfield and the address of MHA s(d) subfield as shown in figure 14 . The CHANGED flag is for the status of a connection, that is, it indicates whether or not the connection is fluctuated due to the node or link failure. The flag is initialized to 0, but is changed to 1 when the connection is fluctuated. The subfield of the address of MHA s(d) is for the address of a source or destination MHA. The address of a source or destination MHA is a new addition to the connection information and is used when the connection fluctuation occurs.
Second, the rr-REQ message is extended and modified somewhat. That is, the CHANGED subfield is inserted into the second subfield of the rr-REQ message, and the address of selected MR subfield of the message is renamed as the address of selected MR/MHA s(d) subfield, as shown in figure 15 .
Third, when the connection is fluctuated, the rerouting point is selected by another method. In the case that a connection is fluctuated, each endpoint MR on the fluctuated part of the connection reports the event to the source and destination MHs. When each MH receives the report, it changes the CHANGED flag for the connection to 1. When such an MH has changed its location, its new MHA issues the rerouting request message towards its peer MHA (similarly as in the first type of the multicast-joinbased rerouting mentioned in section 2.1) instead of sending the message to the closest MR. Finally, the message meets one of the MRs over the connection to be rerouted, and then the MR, which we call the optimal MR, becomes the rerouting point of the connection. Figure 16 shows a simple example for the rerouting of a fluctuated connection, where the destination MH changes its location and then the new destination MHA issues the rerouting request message towards the source MHA. Note that the operations for connection recording described at the end of section 3.2 do not need to be performed during the rerouting request and response for a fluctuated connection because the connection information will no longer be used for the connection.
The second version of the CI-based rerouting which considers the connection fluctuation is described below. (Handling of the release request and response is the same as the first version, and so is omitted.) (1) When a connection is established, its destination MH is provided with the connection information through connection recording. The MH initializes the CHANGED flag of its CI to 0.
(If the connection is fluctuated, the CHANGED flag is changed to 1.) (2) When the destination MH has changed its location during a communication, the MH provides its CI to its new MHA. (3, 4, 5) If the CHANGED flag of the CI is 1 (this means that the connection of the move-in MH was fluctuated), the MHA issues the rerouting request message towards its peer MHA, that is, the source MHA. The message meets one of the MRs on the connection to be rerouted at last, and the MR becomes the rerouting point of the connection. If the CHANGED flag is 0, the new MHA selects one MR being closest to the MHA out of the MRs included in the CI for the rerouting point, and then requests the MR to reroute the connection by sending the rerouting request message to the MR.
(6, 7) The MR which becomes the rerouting point reroutes the connection to the new MHA. If the CHANGED flag of the rerouting request message which the MR received is 0, the connection recording is performed in parallel to the rerouting so that the connection information about the new connection branch is provided to the MH. If the flag is 1, the connection recording is not performed.
(8) If the CHANGED flag of the CI is 0 in the MH, the MH updates the corresponding part of its CI with the connection information about the new branch. If the flag is 1, the MH does not need such a update action.
Support to various rerouting methods
In the second version of the CI-based rerouting, the closest MR is selected for the rerouting point by default, but the optimal MR is selected for the rerouting point when the connection has experienced the fluctuation. In this section, we call the second version of the CI-based rerouting the extended closest point rerouting and extend it fur- ther so that three important existing rerouting methods can be incorporated into it. The three rerouting methods are the connection-extension rerouting, the destination-based rerouting, and the multicast-join-based rerouting with some changes. We call them now the endpoint rerouting, the prefixed point rerouting, and the optimal point rerouting respectively. The third version of the CI-based rerouting has four rerouting modes, each of which corresponds to one of the extended closest point rerouting and the above three rerouting methods being incorporated. The four rerouting modes are compared in table 1. The further extended structures of the CI-field and the first extended rr-REQ and rr-RSP messages are also shown in figure 17 . The re-extended structures include the fields for the rerouting mode.
Some important notes to the third version are as follows. First, the connection recording strategies of the endpoint rerouting and the prefixed point rerouting are left to local techniques because the circular recording is a waste to them. Second, the address of MHA s/d subfield is needed only for the extended closest point rerouting and the optimal point rerouting. Third, the connection recording at the time of rerouting is needed only in the extended closest point rerouting and the endpoint rerouting. The procedure of the third version of the CI-based rerouting is as follows. Figure 18 . Four approaches of data redirection.
(1) When a connection is established, its destination MH is provided with the connection information through connection recording. The connection recording depends on the rerouting mode set by the source MH. If the rerouting mode is 1, the connection information is made through the circular recording. If the mode is 2, only the address of the source MHA is provided to the destination MH as the connection information. If the mode is 3 or 4, the address of the destination endpoint MR or a prefixed point MR is provided to the destination MH as the connection information by a local technique.
(If the connection is fluctuated, the CHANGED flag is changed to 1.) (2) When the destination MH has changed its location during a communication, the MH provides its CI to its new MHA. (3, 4, 5) If the rerouting mode and the CHANGED flag of the CI are 1 and 0 respectively, the new MHA selects one MR being closest from the MHA out of the MRs included in the CI for the rerouting point, and then requests the MR to reroute the connection by sending the rerouting request message to the MR. If both of the rerouting mode and the CHANGED flag are 1 or if the rerouting mode is 2, the MHA issues the rerouting request message towards the source MHA (MHA s ) on the connection to be rerouted. The message meets one of the MRs on the connection at last, and the MR becomes the rerouting point. If the rerouting mode is 3 or 4, the MHA sends the rerouting request message to the destination endpoint MR or a prefixed point MR, which address is the unique MR address in the CI.
(6, 7) The MR which becomes the rerouting point reroutes the connection to the new MHA. If the rerouting mode and the CHANGED flag of the rerouting request message which the MR received are 1 and 0 respectively, the connection recording is performed by the circular recording so that the connection information about the new connection branch is provided to the destination MH. If both the rerouting mode and the CHANGED flag are 1, or if the rerouting mode is 2 or 4, the connection recording is not performed. If the rerouting mode is 3, the connection recording is performed by a local technique so that the address of the new destination endpoint MR is provided to the destination MH.
(8) If the rerouting mode and the CHANGED flag of the CI are 1 and 0 in the MH respectively, the MH updates the corresponding part of its CI with the connection information about the new branch. If the rerouting mode is 3, the address of the old destination endpoint MR is replaced with that of the new one in the CI. In the other cases, the MH does not need such update actions.
Data redirection and connection rerouting
We now turn our discussion to the data redirection problem of the connection-less mobile network and relate the data redirection problem to the connection rerouting. The important difference of the data redirection from the connection rerouting is that the data redirection can be made at the MHA [1, [3] [4] [5] as well as at the MR [2] , and all data addressed to a user do not have the same redirection point in a communication [3, 5] . Considering the difference, we classify existing data redirection methods by the following four approaches as shown in figure 18 . The four approaches can be used individually or in combination.
(1) Redirection at MHA old . The data are redirected towards the new destination MHA at the old destination MHA (MHA old ). In this case, the new location of an MH should always be known to its MHA old .
(2) Redirection at MHA home . The data are redirected towards the new destination MHA at the home MHA (MHA home ). In this case, the new location of an MH should always be known to its MHA home . (In the connectionless mobile network, each MH is related to a home MHA, which maintains the information about the MH, especially the current location of the MH.) (3) Redirection at MHA s . The data are redirected towards the new destination MHA at the source MHA (MHA s ). In this case, the new location of an MH should always be known to its MHA s .
(4) Redirection at an MR on a path between MHA new and MHA home . The data are redirected towards the new destination MHA at an MR on a path between the new destination MHA (MHA new ) and the home MHA (MHA home ). In this case, the new location of an MH should always be known to the MRs on a path between its MHA new and MHA home .
Out of the proposals for the connection-less mobile network services, the Columbia proposal [1] , the IBM proposal [4] , and the Sony proposal [2] use only approaches (1), (2) , and (4) respectively. The Matsushita proposal [3] uses approaches (1)-(3) in combination. The IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) proposal [5] uses approach (2) in basic and approaches (1) and (3) optionally.
In the four data redirection approaches, when we consider the MHA as the MR, we obtain the following interesting results.
The first redirection approach is similar to the connection-extension rerouting in that the old destination-endpoint is the point at which the data addressed to the destination MH turns to the new location of the destination MH. The second redirection approach is similar to the destination-based rerouting in that a prefixed point is the turning point. The third approach is similar to the full-reestablishment rerouting method [12] in that the source-endpoint is the turning point. The fourth approach is similar to the second type of the multicastjoin-based rerouting in that an MR on a path between the new MHA and a specific point (which is an MR in the multicast-join-based rerouting and is a home MHA in the fourth data redirection approach) is the turning point. We can see from these facts that the data redirection problem and the connection rerouting problem can be handled consistently, although the two problems belong to different types of networks. Moreover, we can extract from the above discussions that our CI-based rerouting can be applied to the connection-less mobile network so that 'the closest MR' may be the redirection point. More detail about this will be handled in a separate work.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a new connection rerouting method called the CI-based rerouting, compared it with previous methods, and discussed its problems and solutions, the considerations for applications, its extensions, and its applicability to the connection-less mobile network. This method is widely applicable to various connection-oriented mobile networks because it does not require a specific topology or connection, prevents a rerouted connection from being largely deviated from its possible optimal route, enables fast rerouting, and can be extended easily. Our ongoing work is to apply the method to the ATM-based mobile network in detail, and to extend it further for the mobile multicast communication.
